
The Oil & Gas Authority and PESGB are pleased to 
bring you the 14th show in the highly successful 
series of Prospects Fairs: the UK’s leading 
networking event for exploration and development.  

PROSPEX provides a venue for announced Promote 
Licensees, oil & gas companies and governments 
to market their prospects and meet with potential 
investors to facilitate the deal making process.  

It offers a contextual overview of licensing activities 
and related topics for the UKCS, onshore and 
surrounding areas and creates a “hot spot” by 
bringing together interested players to help advance 
the value chain from “Prospects to Production.”

Following a strong showing last year PROSPEX continues to 
deliver. It provides an excellent forum to promote and showcase 
exploration opportunities in the UK and adjacent areas. Given 
its attendees and programme, PROSPEX is also a great 
opportunity to network and catch-up with friends old and new. 

There is no doubt that the industry current faces significant 
challenges, especially regarding ‘discretionary’ exploration 
spend. Despite this, UK exploration commercial success rates 
have been the highest for over a decade, and in 2015, the 
UK delivered the same volume of new resources through the 
drill-bit as Norway (Hannon Westwood). All the more reason to 
book your place or booth at this year’s prospects fair!

I much look forward to seeing you all at PROSPEX 2016.

A Word from 
the Chairman...
NICK TERRELL

Join us at PROSPEX 2016
Business Design Centre, London 

14-15 December 2016



Why Exhibit?
• Promote your licence opportunities through “Prospects to go” 

and through the Exhibition
• Make deals with the right people
• Exhibit side by side with the majors on a level playing field, 

where small independents and large corporations can attract 
the same audience

Why Attend?
• Network with key stakeholders and business leaders - make 

new contacts and socialise
• Stay abreast of new Licenses and evaluate possible prospects
• Learn about licence case studies and experience the industry 

view from regulatory bodies such as Oil & Gas UK
• Get the UK Government perspective on UKCS and Onshore 

and hear surrounding governments’ overviews of their regions

Why Sponsor?
• Promote your company to your target market and get your 

brand noticed in the PROSPEX network
• An inexpensive way to advertise your company in the PESGB 

Magazine, on the PESGB website and at the show itself
• Align your company with the Oil & Gas Authority and the PESGB P
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PROSPEX 
at a glance...

 6 98% of attendees voted  
 the show better than   
 good and 58% rated it  
 excellent

 6 85% of those attending  
 were active in the UKCS  
 and NW Europe region

 6 43% of PROSPEX   
 Exhibitors and Delegates  
 attend no other similar  
 shows
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The PESGB, through their two-day PROSPEX 
conference, does a great job of bringing together a 
large number of exploration companies that are active 
both in the UK and worldwide. The event exposes 
delegates to opportunities that they might otherwise 
not be aware of, along with the chance to discuss 
them both technically and commercially. As a booth-
holder there are also plenty of opportunities to network 
with delegates as they wander around the event in 
between talks.

Atlantic Petroleum UK Ltd.

PROSPEX offers a truly 
first-class, cost-effective 
annual occasion for us 
to exhibit opportunities 
that we have to offer 
to third parties as well 
as an excellent forum 
both for networking with 
peer-group companies, 
regulatory bodies, 
and contractors, and 
for establishing new 
contacts with potential 
industry partners.

Egdon Resources

The key business event for UK exploration and explorers, 
PROSPEX gives us the chance to show our own exploration 
prospects and evaluate new opportunities. It is a good place to 
do business – all the key stakeholders in one place for 2 days.

Maersk Oil North Sea UK Ltd.

PROSPEX is the industry 
benchmark conference, 
where you meet all the 
right people

The show always 
has a buoyant 
and optimistic 
mood

Our booth was rarely without a 
visitor or two

The exhibition 
was a constant 
hum of activity!

A yardstick for activity 
within a region

PROSPEX is a great environment 
to meet everyone and anyone to do 
with UK exploration and catch up 
with the latest ideas and data. Being 
clearly focussed on prospects and 
prospectivity means everyone is 
there for the same thing – new ideas 
and thinking with respect to the UK 
Oil & Gas Industry.

PGS MultiClient



For more information regarding sponsorship, exhibiting or 
registration, please see our website, www.pesgb.org.uk 
or contact the Events Team on 020 7408 2000 or  
events@pesgb.org.uk

The 2015 Exhibition 
had the largest 
ever number of  
Prospectors

80 exhibitors
872 square metres 
932 delegates 

Be part of 
2016... 


